THE  SPANISH WAR
somewhat like gigantic stag beetles which have been
turned on their backs, and were obviously in distress,
Eleven of them turned completely round and were crash-
ing downhill at full speed through the brushwood, some-
times raised on one ungainly caterpillar as they climbed
over an obstacle, sometimes sliding sideways as the treads
ceased to catch on the turf and the whole monster
appeared for a second to be out of control Small shells
were bursting all round them, sending up little fountains
of turf and leaves while the rattle of bullets on their steel
"carapace" was as insistent as the sound of ram on a motor-
car wind-screen. There were sparks and flashes now and
then as the bullets were deflected—crumpled little
missiles of metal, infinitely dangerous then for any human
flesh they met, as they caterwauled their incalculable
course through the air
"Where was the Red infantry ^   My two battery com-
manders asked me what I had seen, and I told them that
the tanks were gone, but that I had not caught sight of a
single Red militiaman.   Others, however, did.   As soon
as the Red tanks had disappeared, the Nationalist tanks
came out of the little wood in which they had taken cover.
Useless for them, slight and delicate things, to be about,
when large unwieldy masses of steel, carrying guns which
threw shells, were in sight.  The sign of the flight of the
mastodons was that  for the  arrival of  the whippets
Their machine-guns already chattering, uneasily, they
rushed at full speed to the edge of the crest, and there,
sheltering half hidden behind trees and brushwood, they
began to pour the weight of their fire down into the
hollow   There were eight tanks, which meant sixteen
machine-guns, a number quickly increased as a machine-
gun company rushed forward at the double.   Its crews,
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